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CUSTOMER INFORMATION: The information in this bulletin is intended for use only by skilled technicians who have the proper tools,
equipment, and training to correctly and safely maintain your Honda. These procedures should not be attempted by “do-ityourselfers,”
and you should not assume this bulletin applies to your Honda, or that your Honda has the condition described. To determine whether
this information applies, contact an authorized Honda dealer.
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This Service Bulletin will assist you in the replacement
of the speedometer unit on affected 2001 GL1800/A
models. 

The speedometer faceplate may warp from extended
exposure to direct sunlight. This can produce intermit-
tent sticking of the speedometer needle. A replace-
ment speedometer is now available to correct this
condition.

Only perform this procedure if the motorcycle actually
experiences a sticking speedometer needle. If other
instrument needles are sticking, contact TechLine at
(800) 421-1900 before proceeding further.

AFFECTED UNITS
All model year 2001 GL1800/As.

REPAIR PROCEDURE
1.  Remove the combination meter assembly (see 

page 19-14 in the Service Manual).

2.  Disassemble the combination meter 
assembly.

NOTE: It is not necessary to remove the 
LCD assembly.

3.  Remove the two speedometer attachment screws 
located on the back side of the 
combination meter circuit board. 

4.  Remove the speedometer.

5.  Install the replacement speedometer.

6.  Reassemble the combination meter 
assembly and reinstall it in the reverse order of dis-
assembly. 

PARTS INFORMATION
Non-ABS Model

P/N: 37200-MCA-671
H/C: 6878920

ABS Model
P/N: 37200-MCA-971
H/C: 6878961

WARRANTY INFORMATION
Normal warranty applies. After completion of the
repair, submit one claim per VIN using the 
following information only. 

Non-ABS Model
Template #: GL8A
Flat Rate Time = 1.7 hours
ABS Model
Template #: GL8B
Flat Rate Time = 1.7 hours

SPEEDOMETER
ATTACHMENT SCREWS

COMBINATION 
METER ASSEMBLY

2001 GL1800/A Speedometer Replacement 
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